Yonder Woman
Experimental duet for two superhero women
>> Creation 2010, duration 25 min.
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Paradaplesa.si – Daliborka Podboj – 15 november 2013 (Slovenia)




Slovenian dance website/portal
http://www.paradaplesa.si/?Id=na_spici&View=novica&novicaID=2525
Article about Yonder Woman at Španski borci Cultural Center in Ljubljana.

Plesna Vesna postregla s francoskim šarmom, smehom in obilo plesa
Plesalka in koreografinja Anna Nguyen je
predstavila svojo četrto koreografsko
stvaritev hudomušnega naslova Yonder
Women (umetniško svetovanje Vincent
Rivard), ki bi se glede na izvedbo in
koncept lahko glasil Wonder Woman,
super ženska ali osupljiva ženska, ki ruši
stereotipe o moških in ženskah, tudi v
kontekstu plesnih oblik. Avtorica ima
akademsko izobrazbo iz naravoslovnih
ved, tako ona kot njena soplesalka
Valentine Nagata-Ramos pa sta bili
večkrat nagrajeni na tekmovanjih v
breakdancu. Anna Nagyen je še
prejemnica naslova svetovne prvakinje
v breaku in je prepoznavna na svetovnih
tekmovanjih hip-hopa. Vadila je več let
borilne veščine, kot sta capoeira in
brazilski jiu-jitsu, sicer raziskuje telesne
kontakte in gibalne možnosti, piše še pesmi ter razprave o hip-hopu, skupaj s svojo
soplesalko v duetu Yonder Woman pa sta se nedvomno predstavili kot odlični plesalki in
atraktivni performerki.
Na prazen oder stopi in obstoji akterka, ki zre naravnost v avditorij. Njena plesna
oprema, tako kot se spodobi za hip-hop, napoveduje konkretno moč gibanja ter
prostorskega premetavanja in prevrtavanja (kostumografija Catherine Petit), moč
fizičnega gibanja potencirajo ritmi udarnih tolkal ter zvočnih manipulacij (glasba
Benjamin Magnin). V ritmu, ki pritiska in spodbuja, se na novo transformirajo gibalne
strukture hip-hopa in breakdanca, utečeni plesni stereotipi pa členijo do osnovnih form,
da bi na novo zaživeli v novih kompozicijskih oblikah. Slikovito se vrstijo gibi nenavadnih
ravnotežnih stanj, ki za trenutek tudi obstanejo in obvisijo v nemi statiki telesne, osebne
ujetosti. Posamični motivi se še multiplicirajo, kar slikovito poglablja in bogati izvirni jezik
plesnega dueta, ki steče v zametkih dekliške igrivosti, se ostri v dramatiki tekmovalnosti
in raziskuje ter preizkuša v sferah sožitja. Humorno zasnovan polurni performans aktivnih
plesnih poti in gibalnih raziskav Yonder Woman je premišljeno formuliran in natančno
razstavljen na gibalne prafaktorje, ki se sestavljajo v nenavadna gibalno likovna
skladja, v novo prispodobo super moči, super občutljive ženske - junakinje novodobnih
sfer.
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Translation:
Paradaplesa.si – Daliborka Podboj – 15 november 2013 (Slovenia)




Slovenian dance website/portal
http://www.paradaplesa.si/?Id=na_spici&View=novica&novicaID=2525
Article about Yonder Woman at Španski borci Cultural Center in Ljubljana.

The International Dance Festival Plesna Vesna served up a feast of French charm,
laughter and plenty of dance
The mischievous female piece Yonder Woman and the animated male burlesque
Gerro, Minos and Him thrill the Slovenian audience
Dancer and choreographer Anne Nguyen presented her fourth choreographic
production, wittily entitled Yonder Woman (artistic advice by Vincent Rivard), which,
in terms of performance and concept, may more rightly be called Wonder Woman:
for Nguyen herself is an amazing woman who repeatedly smashes gender
stereotypes, not least in the context of dance. The author has an academic
background in natural sciences and both she and her dance partner Valentine
Nagata-Ramos have won numerous awards in breakdance competitions. In
addition, Anne Nguyen is the reigning world breakdancing champion and is a
familiar face in the world of hip hop competitions. For several years she practised
martial arts such as capoeira and Brazilian jiu-jitsu, so she is used to exploring bodily
contact and possibilities for movement. She also writes poems and contributes to
discussions on hip hop, along with her dance partner in the Yonder Woman duo.
The two have definitely demonstrated their credentials as great dancers and
mesmerising performers.
A dancer enters and moves on an empty stage and looks straight out at the
auditorium. Her dance props, as befits hip hop, hint at the specific power of
movement and spatial reshuffling (costumes by Catherine Petit), the power of
physical movement is made stronger by the rhythms of percussion instruments and
sound manipulation (music by Benjamin Magnin). The rhythm, which both constricts
and encourages the motor structures of hip hop and breakdancing, undergoes a
new transformation, well-established dance stereotypes are broken down into their
basics, only to be relaunched in new compositional forms. Unusual movements of
equilibrium states line up and, for a moment, persist and hover in a silent and static
physical and personal entrapment. Individual motifs continue to multiply, which
deepens and enriches the original language of the dance duet, which initially relies
on girlish playfulness but then becomes sharper through the fierce competitive
drama and explores and examines the spheres of co-existence. This humorously
conceived half-hour performance of active dance routines and studies in
movement, Yonder Woman, is carefully formulated and accurately broken down
into the prime factors of movement. They exhibit unusual physical visual harmony, a
new metaphor for super strength, a super-sensitive woman - a heroine of the
modern world.
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Rhein-Neckar-Zeitung Heidelberg – Rosana Erhart – 28 october 2013 (Germany)



	
  

German regional daily newspaper
Review of Yonder Woman at 8th edition of French Week in Heidelberg.
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Translation:
Rhein-Neckar-Zeitung Heidelberg – Rosana Erhart – 28 october 2013 (Germany)



German regional daily newspaper
Review of Yonder Woman at 8th edition of French Week in Heidelberg.

Unique Fusion
A fusion of hardcore breakdance and filigree movement in the Hebelhalle – hip-hop
dancers impress by mixing dance styles
Anne Nguyen and Valentine Nagata-Ramos enter the stage with their performance
“Yonder Woman”. Wearing urban streetwear, the two women interact through
dance to the sound of African drums. Their dance has something primal, is
minimalist, reminiscent of martial arts, such as kung fu. Many motion sequences are
performed on the floor; the duo for instance incorporate animal movements in their
piece, crawl along the floor and roll out of the way only to continue the move as a
giraffe – all the while maintaining body contact with each other. Suddenly harsh
and fast electronic music sounds out, the two women start breakdancing and
demonstrate that female break-dancers are by no means inferior in the maledominated hip-hop scene. The audience rewards the 25-minute dance
performance with several minutes of rapturous applause.
However, Ulrich Schirmer, treasurer of the German-French Cultural Circle, expressed
his “slight disappointment about the low audience attendance” – as only about a
quarter of seats were filled. Despite this the evening left a great impression: “It was
just incredible, I was particularly impressed by the expressive power of the dancers”,
says Gabriele Opitz. The 58-year old from Heidelberg enjoys coming to the
Hebelhalle. Renate Kim, 59, and fifteen year-old Ramona Göckler also think that the
two pieces were something rather special. “I have never seen a hip-hop dance
performed with such dynamism – it was so unique”, says Renate Kim.
And what does Jai Gonzales, Head of the Unterwegstheater, think of the evening?
“The fusion of dance styles with contemporary technology – with ballet at its heart –
is how this type of dance is going to take root!”
Caption: All female hip-hop: the French duo “par Terre” – Anne Nguyen and break-dancer Valentine
Nagata-Ramos give an inspiring performance at the Hebelhalle
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RTV SLO – 25 september 2013 (Slovenia)




Slovenian TV and radio
http://prireditve.rtvslo.si/prireditev/yonder-woman/86519/
Article about Yonder Woman at Španski borci Cultural Center in Ljubljana.

Yonder Woman, četrti kreaciji Anne Nguyen, plesalki,
obe
večkrat
nagrajeni
plesalki
breakdanca,
dekonstruirata in na novo ustvartita to pretežno moško
umetniško obliko. To je laboratorij ženskega breakdanca
z nadrealističnim, pretanjenim in humornim delom nog.
Obrnjeni na glavo svoje okončine razstavita in ponovno
sestavita, kar spominja na plesnega Picassa. Razlika je v
tem, da je pri njima pri vse videti naravno, celo ko noge
molijo priti nebu in glava kaže proti tlem.
Plesalka in koreografinja Anne Nguyen je plesno skupino
par Terre Dance Company ustanovila leta 2005. Njen
koreografski stil je konceptualen in je nekje na
presečišču hip-hopa in sodobnoplesne koreografije. Je svetovna prvakinja v breakdancu in stara
znanka sveta tekmovanj v hip-hopu, ki stremi k tehnični popolnosti pri vsaki kategoriji hip-hopa.
Nguyenova načela za dekonstruiranje in transformiranje jezika hip-hopa. Obloži ga z geometrijskimi
omejitvami, ki odpirajo nove koreografske prostore: centrifugalno silo breakdanca transformira v
linearne vzorce ter frontalni pogled spremeni v stranskega. Vrsto let je vadila borilne veščine
(capoeira, brazilski jiu-jitsu), kar jo usmerja v raziskovanje telesnega kontakta. V njenih delih je gibanje
dekonstruirano, fragmenti gibanja, ki so uporabljeni kot abstraktni simbolni jezik, pa so vdelani v
koreografske okvirje. Piše pesmi in teoretske tekste o hip-hopu ter ureja plesno rubriko v reviji Graff It!.

Yonder Woman, the fourth production by dancer Anne Nguyen (who is, herself, the winner of
numerous breakdancing competitions, as is her dance partner) deconstructs and reshapes this
predominantly male art form. It is a laboratory of female breakdancing with surrealist, subtle and
humorous legwork. Turned on its head, with limbs detached and then reattached, the piece could
have been created by a dancing Picasso. The difference is that, with them, everything appears
natural, even when their legs point skywards and their heads turn towards the floor.
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Danstidningen – Ann-Marie Wrange – September 2012 (Sweden)



	
  

Dance magazine in Scandinavian countries
Article about Anne Nguyen and Yonder Woman at URB Festival in Helsinki (Finland).
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Translation:
Danstidningen – Ann-Marie Wrange – September 2012 (Sweden)



Dance magazine in Scandinavian countries
Article about Anne Nguyen and Yonder Woman at URB Festival in Helsinki (Finland).

Counterculture at the Helsinki URB
The Kabul skateboard school, support rallies for Pussy Riot in front of the Orthodox
Uspenski Cathedral - this year’s URB urban dance festival in Helsinki has many faces.
“Yonder Woman” by the French choreographer Anne Nguyen was about strategies
in the urban landscape. Ann-Marie Wrange covered the event.
Yonder Woman, which was shown during the URB festival at a theatre on the
eastern side of Helsinki’s city centre, was an exciting and extremely varied duet
between dancer Valentine Nagata-Ramos and choreographer Anne Nguyen
herself. From the rather choppy and erratic introduction, the movements developed
towards a more organic and coordinated relationship between the dancers. Anne
Nguyen talks about how she arrived at her vocabulary.
- “Hip hop was originally a form of social dance. It was created so you could have
fun and do things as quickly as possible within a circle,” she explains. She started
choreographing herself because she thought that she wouldn’t be able to tap the
full potential of movement if she danced only for other choreographers. She
actually managed to complete a degree in physics and mathematics before
dance took over.
Breaking up circular movements
- “I break down parts, use different motifs to build new structures that break up
centrifugal circular movements.”
- “My work was inspired by logical thinking, deconstruction and mathematics,” she
explains. She didn’t actually get involved with dance until she was in her 20s.
Previously, alongside her degree studies, she had played the cello and also
practised martial arts, such as Vietnamese Viet V6 Dao, Chinese Wing Chun and
Brazilian jiujitsu and capoeira.
“I have access to these movements as if I were in an actual lab. I experiment and
find new ways of movement.”
“I was drawn by hip hop because it’s free, it’s not conservative or academic. You
have to find your own way into the movements. At first I thought dance was just for
girly girls, but breakdancing gave me new opportunities.”
“I have no storyline, I build dance with dance, not with words. I try and find what
feels right. Setting rules that govern the creative process often takes you further. If
you just freestyle, you are more likely to get stuck in a pattern.”
“In “Yonder Woman” I use different kinds of energies and different rules in different
scenes.”
“I use kata, a set of routines used by battle technicians, which allows you, for
example, to imagine you have an imaginary breakdance partner. A movement
system which helps to make the dancer more conscious and attentive. Kata helps
you find the body’s good reflexes.”
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- “I always prepare thoroughly before every new piece, but I’m also inclined to
improvise if I dance in the piece myself.”
Literary sources
Anne Nguyen’s latest production “Promenade obligatoire” (Mandatory Walk)
premiered in Paris in May at the Parc de la Villette. This reflection on the repetitive
movements required of people in space and time was also staged at the Norrland
Opera in Umeå this spring.
In the French TV programme Des Mots de Minuit (Midnight Words), Anne Nguyen
says that the piece was inspired by the Russian fiction author Yevgeniy Samyatin’s
dystopian novel “We”, a precursor to George Orwell’s “1984”.
As well as dance journalism, Anne Nguyen has published both poetry and lyrics. She
is inspired by different and innovative writers such as Milan Kundera, Boris Vian,
Raymond Queneau, Diderot and Ionesco. Anne Nguyen is on a constant search for
new forms and doesn’t want to repeat herself in her work:
- “I look for a new form of language in each new piece,” she says. She was
awarded a three-year fellowship by the French Ministry of Culture a year ago.
Hip hop for the next president
Her Compagnie par Terre constantly tours, but she also finds time to teach at the
University of Paris. Her website www.compagnieparterre.fr shows pictures of a
workshop at an elite college for future politicians, the Paris Institute of Political
Science.
“Their students gain the experience which will enable them to become our future
leaders. I teach dance to them, but I also have them read my texts,” says Anne
Nguyen.
“My idea is that we’re all urban. We are all constrained and defined by non-natural
environments that constitute physical barriers.”
“I want to make us aware of this, so that we don’t deny this situation, but instead
recognise it, so that we can become free in relation to those barriers. This also
means reaching out to people with dance and touching the audience.”
Anne Nguyen believes that it is important to remain independent from music.
“One problem with hip hop is that music dominates and defines everything. But I
think that we should be trying to deconstruct rhythm instead. “ She adds that she
likes using non-rhythmical music or changing rhythms, organic question and answer
rhythms or complicated polyrhythms such as sevenths or elevenths. She believes
that the usual eighths and scoring can be an impediment to the dancer.
The piece “Promenade Obligatoire” was composed in close collaboration with the
musician Benjamin Magnin, who also composed most of the music for “Yonder
Woman”, where the dancers have a freer relationship to music.
In her previous productions Anne Nguyen has also worked with popping, so she has
experimented with many different techniques.
Her role model in terms of choreography is the outstanding Congolese
choreographer Faustin Linyekula, with whom she has had many inspiring
conversations and for whom she has also worked as a dancer.
In the autumn of 2013, Nguyen will be premiering a new piece for four female
dancers. We are hopeful that either this or another of her productions will tour
Sweden and, indeed, her producer is currently in talks on this subject with Dansnät
Sweden.
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Braunschweiger Zeitung – Andreas Berger (Germany)
– September 2012 / Regional daily newspaper


	
  

Yonder Woman at TANZ Theater International Festival, Hanover (Germany).
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Translation:
Braunschweiger Zeitung – Andreas Berger (Germany)
– September 2012 / Regional daily newspaper


Yonder Woman at TANZ Theater International Festival, Hanover (Germany).

Dance Theatre born out of the spirit of hip-hop
Choreographers inspired by breakdance during Hanover Dance Festival
	
  
In Yonder Woman, female breakdance experts Anne Nguyen and Valentine NagataRamos illustrate the battle of two combatants trying to outplay one another. They take the
speed out of the moving figures, so that the sequences can be seen with clarity, exploiting
this deceleration to make contact or interlock with the other, or to step over the other.
Headspin is, of course, a must, but after all is said and done, these dancers are creating a
relaxed personal encounter between human beings.
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Hannoversche Allgemeine – Kerstin Hergt (Germany)
– September 2012 / Regional daily newspaper



	
  

Yonder Woman at TANZ Theater International Festival, Hanover (Germany).
Translation coming soon.
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Translation:
Hannoversche Allgemeine – Kerstin Hergt (Germany)
– September 2012 / Regional daily newspaper


Yonder Woman at TANZ Theater International Festival, Hanover (Germany).

Storm and Stress
Tanztheater International presents hip-hop with Storm and Anne Nguyen at Hanover’s
Ballhof
The second half of the dance evening saw the performance of Anne Nguyen.
Performing as a duo together with Valentine Nagata-Ramos, she demonstrated in her
piece Yonder Woman, that hip-hop is not a mere testosterone-driven display of male
power.
Yonder Woman is made up of well-known breakdance moves, such as the Air Freeze, a
kind of handstand on one arm, and contact improvisation in which the dancers tumble
over one another, amongst many other things. Ultimately, synchronized movements
bring the two women together, something that in male hip-hop, generally based on
masterful solo performances, is rather rare.
Hopefully hip-hop, full of different nuances as performed by Nguyen and Storm, will also
be enriching the 2013 Festival.
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Neue Presse – (Germany) – September 2012 / Regional daily newspaper


	
  

Yonder Woman at TANZ Theater International Festival, Hanover (Germany).
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Translation:
Neue Presse – (Germany) – September 2012 / Regional daily newspaper
Yonder Woman at TANZ Theater International Festival, Hanover (Germany).



A life with backspin and hip-hop moves
“Beanie on!" is the motto of Anne Nguyen and Valentine Nagata-Ramos, who are
showing off the headspin that Storm has to deny itself. Dressed in a sort of combat
gear they are going into battle, as it was real-life contests that inspired many of
their movement patterns in the first place. In their choreography the movements
become a very personal conversation, at times grumbling, at others defiant, but
always relating to one another and interlocked. A gentle choreography that
retains a certain vagueness.
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Danser – Thomas Hahn – February 2011 / National monthly magazine


Yonder Woman at WIP Villette, Paris.

“Anne Nguyen’s fourth creation is a duet,
that she performs in close relationship with
Valentine Nagata-Ramos. The two b-girls
throw us off the scent. Sprites, sisters or
friends ? “We are like two animals inside a
laboratory”, says Nguyen. A laboratory of
female breakdancing, generating surreal,
etheral and mischievous legworks. This
manner of dissociating limbs to assemble
them again upside down is like danced
Picasso. The difference with the painter is
that all looks natural, even when the legs
are pointing towards the sky and the head
towards the ground. The same principle
applies to breakdance, which blends with
contact dance. Such is the research field
of this Yonder Woman, which here leads
to a new architecture, filgree as well as
joyful, mischievous as well as surgical.
Another breakdance is possible!”	
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Danser – Thomas Hahn – December 2010 / National monthly magazine


Yonder Woman at H20 Festival - Le Cap, Aulnay-sous-Bois.

.

"(…) Anne Nguyen who has won many
international championships, amongst
which some of the pioneer battles!
Nguyen has danced with Black Blanc
Beur and Rêvolution, with Faustin
Linyekula and Salia Nï Seydou. In 2005,
she creates the dance company par
Terre. Today, with a background of
scientific studies, she approaches
breakdance as an architect of the
body, movement and relationships.
The duet Yonder Woman with
Valentine Nagata-Ramos is her fourth
creation. In it she develops and
narrows
her
research
on
the
vocabulary of breakdance “as in a
laboratory”: breaking down circles and
replacing them with lines and right
angles, while imbricating bodies
according to geometrical principles.
Thus, Anne Nguyen gives life to two
kobolds,
a
bit
childlike
and
mischievous, which could be sisters, of
friends. In this danced cartoon, they
are discovering the world and can act,
head on the floor and feet pointing up,
as if it such was their everyday style of
walking. Is woman the future of hiphop?”
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La Terrasse – Nathalie Yokel – December 2010 / National monthly magazine


Yonder Woman at H20 Festival - Le Cap, Aulnay-sous-Bois.

“Anne Nguyen scores this year with a duet of women, Yonder Woman, performed with a bit
of mischievousness. They dismantle masculine stereotypes, through a beautiful relationship
that evolves in a sometimes troubling proximity. In this highlight, different points of view on
hip-hop are given voice to: the beautiful abstraction of the choreographer (…)”	
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Télérama Sortir – Rosita Boisseau – October 27th, 2010 & December 8th, 2010 / National weekly agenda



October 27th, 2010: Yonder Woman at WIP Villette, Paris.
December 08th, 2010: Yonder Woman at H20 Festival - Le Cap, Aulnay-sous-Bois.

“Of course, “Yonder Woman” is
“Wonder Woman”, with the heap of
clichés that go with it: beauty,
strength, efficiency and everything
else. Anne Nguyen and Valentine
Nagata-Ramos,
hip-hop
choreographers and breakdance
experts, squeeze stereotypes and
bring out new images on modern
women. Neither dolls nor sex bombs,
neither warriors nor superheroes, but
a little bit of all of that, and before
anything, determined, even in their
vulnerability.”
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Tanz – Thomas Hahn – December 2010 (Germany) / National monthly magazine


	
  

Yonder Woman at H20 Festival - Le Cap, Aulnay-sous-Bois.
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→ Tanz – Thomas Hahn – December 2010 (Germany) / National monthly magazine

Anne Nguyen:
“She has a university degree, writes poems, publishes theoretical texts on hip-hop and
is the Editor of the hip-hop magazine “Graff It!”. Brainy? Not exactly. Just balanced.
Anne Nguyen has won the “Battle of the Year” title several times and was crowned
breakdance world champion. She gained choreographic experience working with
Black Blanc Beur, Rêvolution, Faustin Linyekula and Salia nï Seydou. With her own
choreographic creations Anne Nguyen proves how, with great skill, women are quite
capable of mixing up this field that is predominantly a male domain. She gives power
moves a totally new look – using a technique that has strong masculine connotations,
deconstructing a series of moves and then reorganizing them. Circles are out –
replaced by linear moves, right angles and interrupted trajectories. The result is a
relaxed, playful modular system, a kind of breakdance contact improvisation that
dissolves the body’s natural order, akin to the work of Picasso. Anne Nguyen applies
this principle to the way the legs work. Paradoxically, in her work it ends up looking
totally natural again. At the moment she is presenting her fourth choreographic work,
a duet titled Yonder Woman, choreographed for herself and Valentine NagataRamos, another accomplished and award-winning Bgirl. A doctor in a white coat
leads the two dancers onto the stage.
"We are like some lab animals”, in a sort of breakdance research centre. And the
spectator is watching an experiment being carried out on two trolls, girl-friends, sisters,
or guinea pigs, reminiscent of a Tex Avery movie. In the “Repères” magazine Anne
Nguyen published an interesting article that describes her previous work, Spirit of the
Underground, in which, she used contact dance to bring together the bodies of male
breakdancers – her approach being utterly scientific and methodical.
For the future of hip-hop Anne Nguyen is also researching breakdance’s potential for
synchronized choreography. It already works really well with her current partner.
Bboys by contrast, find this a lot harder to achieve. A new choreography called Terre
Chair, is already underway. Two Gracie Brazilian jiu-jitsu fighters are to join the Yonder
Woman duo for this piece. That Anne Nguyen should practice this martial art form is
yet another outcome of her research on contact in breakdance. Terre Chair is only
going to premiere in 2012. Prior to it she first wants to create another piece for eight
“stand-up” dancers, who will again be in permanent bodily contact, in order to
surpass her contact breakdance. For now she is working on her collection of poems
Manual of the City Warrior. “Urban space is a cage”, she says, and: “dancing is
spiritual. The aim is to preserve our humanity.” This in fact, is also the root of her entirely
different kind of hip-hop.
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Radio Pluriel – La petite chronique de Mo – Monique Desgouttes-Rouby
– October 20th, 2010 / Regional Radio Channel



Daily broadcast
Yonder Woman premiere at Karavel Festival, Bron.

“Yonder Woman requires (…) the public’s collaboration, offering him (…) to look at the
stage though a microscope. Before our eyes, two laboratory guinea pigs go around
and around in circles, watching each other. Trapped inside an oppressive
determinism, Anne Nguyen and Valentine Nagata-Ramos fight each other out and
finally free themselves from their chains together. From this simple argument emerges a
wonderful dance of life. We could be witnessing the birth of energy itself. A liberating
piece.”
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ARTE: “Journal de la Culture” – Frédérique Cantú – December 9th, 2010
/ French & German national TV Channel




	
  

Yonder Woman at H20 Festival - Le Cap, Aulnay-sous-Bois.
Interview of Anne Nguyen and images of Yonder Woman at Danse en Chantier (Pantin).
→ View (Duration of the video extract: 1 min).
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France 2: “Des mots de Minuit” – Philippe Lefait – May 2nd, 2012 / National TV Channel
.

	
  




Yonder Woman at H20 Festival - Le Cap, Aulnay-sous-Bois.
Anne Nguyen was the guest of "Des mots de minuit", with Muriel Mayette, Jean-Pierre Jouyet and Liz Mc
Comb.



→ View (Duration of the video extract: 20 min).
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France Culture: “La Grande Table” – Camille Renard – December 7th, 2010
/ National Radio Channel




Yonder Woman at H20 Festival - Le Cap, Aulnay-sous-Bois.
Interview of Anne Nguyen during a rehearsal of Yonder Woman.



→ Listen (Duration of the recording: 5 min).

France Ô: “Ô Rendez Vous” – Eddy Murté – November 24th, 2010
/ French & Oversea territories TV Channel





	
  

Yonder Woman at H20 Festival - Le Cap, Aulnay-sous-Bois.
Extract of Yonder Woman, filmed at the premiere on Oct. 19th, 2010 at Festival Karavel (Bron).
→ View (Duration of the video extract: 4 min).
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Partners
With the support of: la DRAC Ile-de-France; la Communauté de Communes Charenton – Saint
Maurice.
Coproduction: Parc de la Villette (WIP Villette); Centre de Danse du Galion d’Aulnay-sous-Bois; Maison
Folie Wazemmes / Ville de Lille; Danse à tous les Etages !; MJC Pacé; CCN de Créteil et du Val-deMarne / Cie Käfig - dans le cadre de l’accueil studio.
With the partnership of: Centre national de la danse–research residency; Centre de développement
chorégraphique du Val-de-Marne; Les Journées Danse Dense; Culturesfrance.
The par Terre Dance Company is funded by l'aide à la compagnie de la DRAC Ile-de-France, la
Région Ile-de-France, l'aide au fonctionnement du Conseil Général du Val-de-Marne et le soutien du
Département de la Seine-Saint-Denis.
Anne Nguyen has has been awarded the 2013 Nouveau Talent Chorégraphie SACD prize.
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